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“WOGER THE WILD WONART WONDER BOY”

FROM THE EDITOR
The main event of the last quarter of 2003
was the Open Day at the factory. It was good
to see Arthur back in business and the new
setup is a great improvement over the old, in
terms of space, position and facilities.
There was a splendid turn-out - more W152s
than we have seen together for a long time. 11
W152s and 46 people were there, including
Arthur, Rona and Elizabeth. Arthur gave a
long and detailed presentation which I video’d
with a view to making a précis, but owing to
amateur facilities I cannot make out a word
of it on the recording!. No space for pictures
in this issue, but we will have a candid-camera
gallery in the next Humps & Pipes.
The Christmas Lunch in Oxford was again a
success, largely thanks to the organisational
efforts of Benjamin Weitzmann who always
contrives to get what he needs from the
establishment. This year they tried to deny
the whole booking in favour of some other
party, but Ben soon sorted them out so that
little panic lasted about 24 hours. A lot of
hard work goes into these lunches, so many
thanks again Benjamin.
Many thanks also to Tony’s old friend Dave
Collinson, not only for a very interesting
after-lunch talk, but also for his fantastic
service to us in having our last few Humps
& Pipes printed on the latest state-of-the-art
colour printers at Xerox. His talk was all
about printing technology - not the bits and
bytes and circuit-boards, but the implications,
such as forgery. Not a word about cars, as I
remember, but he made his subject interesting to us laymen as only a real expert can.
Unfortunately Dave is leaving Xerox, so this
will be the last issue which will be so shiny
and high-res. Quite what we will do for the
future is not yet certain, but it may that the
October - December 2003

Club may have to purchase a decent colour
laser in order to print for the future.

10th August 2003

This eventuality was discussed at the AGM
and a consensus there felt that this would be
a good application of our funds (which are
not short, fortunately). Minutes, and a report
on the AGM will follow in the next issue.

Got up wealy early to take my
wonderful Wonart out on the
empty woads.

The weather has been so good
and I have wanted to take her
out every afternoon this week,
but it’s just too hot in the seats.
What with the engine and the
sunshine it feels like I have put
my legs in with the Christmas
turkey.

Christmas, that’s not too far
away Woger! Better start thinking of your pressie list.

My wonderful Wonart is
wunning wealy well at the
moment. Someone said that it
was because of the high air
pressure, and another said it
was because the heat was
warming the fuel before it goes
into the carbs.

Arthur had hoped to be able to make more
radical announcements at the Open Day but
the agreement with the Jones family was not
signed in time. So that had to wait until the
Christmas Lunch where there was spontaneous applause for Arthur’s revelation about
the Vanwall agreement. A brief history of
Vanwall cars in the 1950’s was recounted and
we heard that Arthur’s old project, The
Grand Prix Racer, (which has not been
forgotten and has been progressing slowly
over the past few years) will become the first
21st century Vanwall. It will be powered, it
seems, not by the Jaguar V12 engine and
gearbox which Arthur has already rebuilt, but
by a new Coventry-Climax engine!
More of this elsewhere, in Arthur’s own
words.
Interesting times continue!
Trips for 2004 are under discussion - David
Mansfield is proposing another September
trip to the Côte D’Azur; Steve Trodd has
suggested a tour of Ireland; Carolyn may be
proposing an event in the Midlands. Hopefully we may get proposals for other shortor day-trips in the UK, to suit those of us
who cannot easily get away on the continental tours. We’d like to satisfy everyone.
David Small will co-ordinate the various
suggestions and we will send out more
concrete proposals in the next few weeks.
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I weckon it’s because it’s so
bloody fast!!
I have not had the chance to go
on any twips over the summer.
Can’t go to see Mike in France.
Wachel has her mother to stay
over the summer. Bet she keeps
on about my Wonart; waste of
money Woger; bet it costs a
fortune to wun Woger; why
don’t you sell it and buy a new
kitchen Woger; why don’t you
dwive her to Brighton and leave
Page-4

her there Woger?? Yes that’s a
wealy good idea.
A few of the lads are going to
Mallory in the Autumn. Think I
will make that twip.

5th November
Dwove with a few of the lads
to Mallowy Park. We all drove
up (very fast I might add) a day
early so we would not be
wushed the next day. Nice night
at the hotel, talked Wonart till
we could not talk Wonart no
more!
The next day was the best
twack day ever. Two of the lads
had a weal ding-dong, neck and
neck evewy time they went out.
I hope to be as good as them
one day.
I stayed in the lower wanks
along with a fwend and a son
of my fellow Wonartiers. By the
end of the day we had all had
some gweat laps. Another great
evening talking of side dwifts
there and understeer here was
had at the hotel, all this before
we all set off the next morning
for home.
It’s been a good year and now
my beautiful Wonart has been
put away for the winter now,
and I am cwossing off the days
until the spring.
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Mallory Park Track Day

Mallory Park Track Day (Cont.)

Tony Legon reports

By the time I got to Freddie’s house the
brakes had returned. Freddie’s son Sean was
coming along and it was decided that he
would join me as navigator and we would
be the lead car. The route we chose was to
head up the M40 and then cut across
country missing out Birmingham, the M6M1 junction passing by Silverstone on the
A43 and onto Mallory via the A5. It was a
good day for November and we made
steady progress. Occasionally traffic meant
that we had to drop down below 100mph
on the motorway but even so we made
good time and the route was very car-free
once we got onto the A43.

I had spent the
previous week or
so getting the
Ronart ready.
Nothing unusual in
that you might
think, other than
the fact that I’d
arrived back from
the trip to “The
Lot” (Mike Kanter’s
place) with a
battery that fitted where it touched and
back to front (i.e. the terminals were
inaccessible underneath the bodywork) and
with a roadside fix for the occasional
brakes!
Neither aspect, I thought, would be good
for high speed slowing and cornering.
Freddie made me a beautiful battery holder
and I replaced the main battery leads with
longer ones so that the battery could be
turned around. I wasn’t completely sure if
and why the brakes would suddenly fail
after a longish high-speed blast but I
suspected the servo was losing vacuum. I
decided to change all the air pipes to it and
checked out the two one-way valves that

are fitted. “So what!” you might say but all
this work was carried out in a TENT!
Since we had all got back from France, the
“ever there to help” Freddie Trodd had
started to build me an oak-barn-type
garage. This had meant demolishing my
existing small garage to make way for the
spectacular 5-bay olde worlde garage
(Freddie’s design) with engine hoists and pit,
etc., etc.
I had erected a tent to hold all my garage
stuff, jacks, lawn-mower, spares, workbench
and Ronart. Two days later, in heavy winds
the tent took off and was rescued by being
tied down to a handy boat trailer that I
have on loan from Graham Hallett. Nevertheless the makeshift cover enabled me to
do the necessary repairs to the car.

We stopped for a snack after 1 3/4 hours as
light began to fail. At the service station
the cars drew the usual attention as people
hung around to hear us start up. Half an
hour or so later we arrived at Sutton
Cheney where we had arranged to stay.
There is small Pub/Motel here called the
Royal Arms which is ideally situated for the
track, being only 4 minutes’ drive away
from the circuit entrance. We freshened up

I set off the day before the track day to
meet Freddie who was the only other
Ronart attending this meeting and all
seemed well until I needed to brake as I
exited the A3 near Ripley. No brakes, or at
least very little. I proceeded with caution
making sure not to travel any faster than
50-60 through Ripley High Street, just in
case!
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at the bar and, a short while later were
joined by my friend Ian Brown, who was
going to be my co-driver for the next day.
Graham Hallett, our esteemed Secretary,
who had left much earlier in the day had
already arrived, having stopped off to have
his Mercedes Cabriolet gearbox “hotted up”
in preparation for a bout with a brace of
Ronarts!
The following day we were all up bright and
early and the weather looked good; not too
cold, nor raining. We went to set off, only
to be foiled by my car not starting. This
was quickly diagnosed as a loose lowtension wire to the coil, and rectified and
so we left for the track, stopping for petrol
on the way.
We checked in and attended the briefing
and it was decided that Freddie, Graham
and I would drive in the semi-experienced
group whilst Sean and Ian would go in the
novice group. Sean had not done many
trackdays and only occasionally drives his
father’s car and Ian had only ever sat in a
Ronart. The sessions
lasted about 20
minutes each. This
meant that the two
Ronarts were going
to be out on the
track for about 40
mins every hour,
and during half that
time they were
likely to be given a
serious work-out
when Freddie and I
were at their
respective steering
wheels.
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Mallory Park Track Day (Cont.)

Mallory Park Track Day (Cont.)

Now we need to be quite clear here:
trackdays are not about racing. They are
about having fun, driving the car at its
limit, mostly all driving in the same direction, and overtaking only at certain permitted points. Then again, when two cars are
out on the track at the same time and the
cars are fairly evenly matched, it is difficult
not to try to go just that little bit faster
than the other guy. We also had stopwatches and so all the laps were timed.
Naturally I wasn’t going to drive that fast
but Freddie would insist on trying to park
his car in my boot! I had no choice but to
try to drive faster than him.
So, there then ensued a battle royal over
the next 12 laps or so. It soon became
apparent that Freddie’s car was quicker than
mine on the straights. He has told me that
this is because he is more streamlined than
me: I think it is because he has ‘D’-Type
high-lift cams fitted to an engine that has a
lightened flywheel etc.
He was, however,
using a trackday
silencer that was a
little more restricted
than mine. However
my car seemed more
nimble than his
through the bends,
most likely because I
can put my foot
down through the
footwell drain hole
and skid it along the
ground in Fred
Flintstone fashion.
This always gives that
extra bit of cornering
speed: motorcyclists
do it a lot!

Mallory is really a large sprint circuit when
used on trackdays because some of the
more exciting overtaking points are ruled
out for safety reasons. This meant that once
I had managed to get in front of Freddie by
out-braking him into a corner, although he
could easily catch me on the straights, he
was not able to pass. On more than one
attempt he drew level and once put himself
sideways down the track to show me just
how good a dodgy shopping trolley his car
could be. Neither of us finished the session
as by about lap 10, first my car, then
Freddie’s suffered from the brake fluid
boiling and the brakes going terribly
spongy and soft. I had never driven the car
so hard. Lap after lap the engines had been
revved way through the red. I usually found
that when I exited the long fast bend called
Gerrards and changed up from 3rd gear to
4th I was just entering the redline, heaven
knows how far into the red I had been in
3rd!

Freddie attempts a coin-trick to cheer Graham up!
October - December 2003
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The cars would have a few minutes rest, the
brakes would return to function as they
cooled, and with a changed driver the car
would be out again. This lasted all day, other
than for a quick meeting of the Ronart
Diners Club! In the afternoon Freddie and I
had another good tussle, which was
resolved when I managed to get past a
racing-set-up XJS with a slightly dubious
manoeuvre as he was overtaking another
car himself. As he wasn’t that happy at
being passed he made absolutely certain
that Freddie never got past him by making
his XJS very wide indeed and by not letting
Freddie through on the corners.
It was a fabulous day, it never rained, the
cars behaved themselves very well indeed
and to top it all when Freddie and I pulled
in for the last time we were both asked if

we wanted to enter the full racing part of
the JEC club.
I am proud to say, and credit here goes to
our designer Arthur Wolstenholme, that
the only Jaguars that could come past us
were ones that were using slick tyres and
not standard road tyres like we were using.
By the last few laps both our cars were
experiencing some gearbox problems; mine
became very stiff to change down into 2nd
and Freddie had pretty well lost 3rd gear
altogether.
What of the Merc’, with the new gearbox
mod, I hear you say? Well it simply couldn’t
keep up. Now I have had this Merc’ drive
around me on a wet track at Spa as if I was
stationary, so I know what it can do in the
wet, but in the dry at Mallory and possibly
because the gearbox hadn’t settled in fully

L to R: Freddie, Graham, Tony, Sean
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FUTURE EVENTS

Mallory Park Track Day (Cont.)
the Ronarts were consistently able to clock
faster laps. [Nothing to do with the
gearbox. Just the driver. Ed.]
I am sure though that when Graham puts
his new V12 race-chipped Ronart on the
track, with his ultra light body (car body
that is) neither Freddie nor I will see him
for dust. Some of that dust might be when
he goes straight on at the first corner
though, so there may be a chance at least!
We returned to the hotel to have a quick
drink in the bar and say our goodbyes to
Graham and Ian.
The remaining three of us decided to eat
out at a pub in the next village. We set off
and after a few back roads we took a turn
down a narrow side road past a car that
was coming towards us. As we headed

towards the car, the car appeared to be
reversing, and at some speed as his headlights were getting further away. We were
travelling at about 20–30mph! The vehicle
then pulled into a side exit and we realised
that it was a farmer’s truck pulling a muck
spreader which had rear-facing headlamps.
This explained what appeared to be high
speed reversing and also explained why,
when we get to the pub, we discovered that
not only were the cars covered in s**t, but
so were our outside elbows. This was not
easy to explain to the waitress but after a
clean-up we settled down to a good hearty
meal.
The next day we left Mallory and headed
for home after giving our new brown
coloured cars a bit of a clean.

RECORDED MALLORY TRACK TIMES
IAN
1st times

TONY
1st times

2nd times 3rd times

1.123669
1.150003
1.187337
1.150003
1.187337
1.158003
1.200004

Averages
1.165194

Nov-03

FREDDIE
1st times

2nd times

1.223671
1.201004
1.218671
1.259005
1.324673
1.321673
1.239338
1.286339
1.267672

1.284339
1.251005
1.238338
1.34134
1.405008
1.34034
1.33534
1.191337
1.183337
1.16667
1.220671
1.235338

1.138336
1.17167
1.183337
1.121669
1.104002
1.108002
1.106002
1.091335

1.090335
1.087335
1.075668
1.091335
1.089335
1.083335
1.084335
1.073668
1.109002
1.069668

1.140336
1.17067
1.16967
1.117669
1.091335
1.120669
1.120669
1.105002

1.260227

1.266089

1.128044

1.085402

1.129503

SEAN
1st times

2nd times

1.190337
1.151003
1.16667
1.17367
1.188337
1.217671
1.257005
1.17367
1.218671
1.16667
1.187337
1.17167
1.158003
1.186209

1.184337
1.201004
1.191337
1.189337
1.159003
1.16967
1.155003
1.155003
1.157003
1.17567

1.140336
1.157003
1.117669
1.154003
1.151003
1.138336
1.139336
1.136336
1.124669
1.087335
1.101002
1.117669

1.173737

1.130391

Ian 1

Mallory Track Times

1.5

GRAHAM
1st times

Time in Decimal Minutes

Ian 2

1.4

Ian 3

1.3

Another Wager

RUN WHAT YA BRUNG -

Tony and Graham have a dispute which
needs authoritative adjudication, so if
anyone can provide a source for a ruling on
this it may avoid one of them having to
pay up £5.

Santa Pod Track Days

The Alternator - Does the physical load (on
the drive-belt) increase as the electrical load
on the alternator increases? For example,
when the Kenlowe fan is running, or when
the headlights are on, does the load on the
engine increase over the situation when no
electrical equipment is in use?
Tony maintains that the physical load does
increase, though how he reckons that
Leslie’s tights would transmit the power he
envisages is a mystery!
Graham believes that there is no appreciable load apart from the inertia of the
alternator itself; that the alternator produces charge dictated purely by the speed
at which it is being rotated by the engine,
and that most of its effort is always wasted
in that unneeded charge is dumped by the
regulator circuit.
Which of them is right?
Tony has come up with some spurious
“proof” from the web,

Sean 1
Sean 2

Steve Trodd

0.8
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There are various dates throughout the
year but I thought a Spring date would not
coincide with summer commitments.

hungryshark@clara.co.uk . Let me know a
preferred date (majority wins) and once we
know the numbers we can arrange the
finer details.

Freddie

3

All this costs £25 for unlimited runs. (£10
signing fee and £15 one joining fee)

If you are interested, please contact me on
01424 838543 or email

1

2

These “Run What Ya Brung” track days
enable us to have a go at the famous 1/4mile strip. At the end of each run you will
receive a print-out with your reaction
times, 60’, 330’, 1/8 and the 1/4 mile times;
also your top speed. Opens at 8am, and
runs start at 10 until 5.

but it is unintelligible and I am sure he is
trying to blind us by the use of science.

Tony 2

1

I have taken on the task organising a day
out at the famous “SANTA POD
RACEWAY”. This is about 90 miles north
of Guildford in Wellingborough,
Northants.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
free_energy/message/2223

1.1

0.9

Now the chance of proving your mettle
has arrived.

You will need your driving licence, and a
helmet for open top cars and cars that will
be doing in excess of 100mph at the finish
line.

Tony 1

1.2

Enough of the fast talk. The ongoing
rapport of – “My Ronart can do this”, and
“My Ronart is capable of doing that” – has
just got to stop!

13
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TECHNICAL TOPICS

JAGUAR’S VI2 ENGINE - ITS DESIGN AND
BACKGROUND
By Walter T.F.Hassan OBE M.I.Mech.E.
Reprinted and edited from a rare 1977 paper
of the AUEW.
CYLINDER BLOCK DESIGN
The final production design had considerable
changes to the cylinder block. The first
design had a top deck to each bank of
cylinders, slip fit dry liners and the sump
joint face on the crankshaft centre line, and
could not be die cast to minimize cost. It was
decided to adopt the cylinder block with an
open top deck.
The prefinished liners are of the cuff type
and a light push fit into the aluminium block;
no joints are used on the lower abutment
face and the length between the clamping
flanges is 1.750 in. This was restricted to

minimize the differential expansion between
the cast iron and aluminium affecting the
clamping loads exerted on the cylinder head
gasket. The top flange of the liner is held to
± 0.001 in. relative to the cylinder block
joint face causing no production problems. In
addition to the usual four main cylinder head
fixing studs per bore screwed into bosses
close to the base of the cylinder block so
that it and the liners are in compression,
there are two secondary studs on the
external wall mainly for coolant sealing.

increase friction at the joint face and improve
bearing stiffness. Normal running clearance,
including housing swell, is 0.0014-0.003/in.
There were reservations concerning the
possibility of increased main bearing rumble
arising from the use of an aluminium
crankcase and a cast iron version was built
for comparative tests. Differences between the
two materials was undetectable when tested
in a vehicle. (The weight saving with
aluminium was 116 lb.) For initial production,
sand castings are used for the cylinder block

but progress was made with a gravity die cast
version providing a further saving of 24lb.
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The skirt, 4 in. deep, below the crankshaft
was added to increase beam stiffness and to
increase the rigidity between the cylinder
block and transmission housing. This is of
added importance when using a mounting
beneath the rear end of the transmission.
There were reservations concerning the
reduction of torsional stiffness resulting from
the absence of cylinder block decks. The
non-decked design was inferior
in this respect but it
demonstrates also the
importance of a deep skirt on
the crankcase portion. The oil
sump in each instance was an
aluminium casting.
As an assembly the engine with
non-decked cylinder block is
more rigid. Engine and
transmission vibrations are
suppressed with simple angular
rubber mounting on each side
of the block and gasket
problems are virtually nonexistent. Cast iron is used for the
seven main bearing caps - each
having four studs.
The extra studs are not required
to accommodate loads but to

October - December 2003
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After deciding to put the flat-head design
into production, work continued on
combustion chamber development with
single-cylinder and full-scale engines. The
original piston crown design was of true
Heron form, the outer periphery being
within approximately 0.050 in. of the
cylinder head at t.d.c. and requiring cut-outs
to clear each valve. It was thought that such
pockets resulted in areas of
trapped hydrocarbons but
later knowledge tends to
discount this. In production
form the periphery of the
piston has a clearance of
0.150 in. from the cylinder
head and there are no cutouts for valve clearance. This
results in a shallow bowl in
the piston which produced an
increase in power output as
well as reduced emissions,
indicating improved
combustion. A number of
pistons with differing crown
shapes were tested; they had
bowls of varying depth, and
width of squish. Some had
off-set depressions to
investigate the effect of a
more central spark in the
combustion chamber but
produced inferior results.
Work in this area continues
but work to date allows
certain conclusions to be
drawn. The flat-head design is
best for an engine having
over-square proportions
permitting use of a shallow
October - December 2003
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effects of these changes, together with the
sacrifice in performance resulting from the
reduction in compression ratio 7.8:1 to enable
91 r.o.n. lead-free fuel to be used in future.
An item relative to the sintered iron valve
seats shows the importance of detail
development. The final production operation
on the cylinder head is to skim the joint face
to remove any surface damage. To increase
the permissible cutting speed the inserts are
fitted just below the joint face. Originally the
depth chosen was 0.050 in. having no
detrimental effect compared with flush fitting
seats as shown on the air flow test rig. In the
search for more power the depth was
decreased to 0.005 in. and showed an
improvement in performance. The danger of
placing too much confidence in static air
flow results is emphasised.

inadequate in meeting the exacting
requirements of low exhaust emissions with
acceptable driveability. A mechanical system,
even with complex two-dimensional cams,
cannot provide the multiplicity of control
signals now found essential for effective
fuelling.
Messrs. Brico Ltd had developed an
electronic fuel injection system with
production intentions. It was capable of
receiving signals for variations of engine
speed and load, air temperature and pressure,
plus the controls peculiar to exhaust
emission requirements such as fuel cut-off on
over-run. Fuel control was based on a
electronically induced pulse, the duration of
which determined the quantity of fuel
injected via separate solenoid controlled
injectors in each inlet port. Development

showed that timing of injection was
unimportant and simultaneous injection of
six cylinders was adopted. The impulse was
produced by a reed switch incorporated in
the ignition distributor. Results were good,
the drive-away from cold being outstanding.
Maximum power was appreciably better than
that obtained from the carburettor set-up
which the installation and emission
requirements determined. Moreover the
installation was neater.
A consistency of exhaust emission control
and acceptable driveability proved difficult to
obtain over a number of engines. Just as
acceptable results were in sight, the supplier
cancelled the production plans and the
design reverted to B carburettors, the
development of which had been continued
concurrently with petrol injection.

FUEL INJECTION.

combustion chamber. To improve low-speed
part throttle burning, with the need to burn
extremely lean air/fuel mixtures to
meet future exhaust emission
requirements, it is necessary to
provide means of increasing air
movement in the cylinder without
reducing power output.

Initial effort was devoted to fuel injection.
The early Lucas mechanical system now used
on many racing engines was investigated.
Extremely good maximum power and torque
were obtained but the system proved

Initially, the engine (which has a
capacity of 5343 c.c.) had a
compression ratio of 10.6:1 and
was satisfactory on 99 r.o.n.
(research octane number) fuel. This
was subsequently lowered to 10:1
and finally to 9:1 to ease the
problem of exhaust emission. At
this compression ratio the octane
requirement is 95/97 r.o.n. The
October - December 2003
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SUPPLIERS

Editors Note
Electronic fuel injection (by Lucas, in
conjunction with Bosch) was finally
developed for the 12-cylinder Jaguar engine
in 1975, when it replaced the four-carburettor
system described below. It is proving to be
more economical in service, provides
considerably more power and its “drivability”
in cold-start and general driving conditions is
as outstanding in practice as Jaguar’s earlier
tests indicated.
CARBURETTORS
Restrictions on bonnet height necessitated
locating the twin carburettors for each bank
on the outside of each cylinder head. Tests
with induction pipes of varying length
demonstrated the best mid-range torque was
obtained with ram lengths of around 11in. and
this fitted almost exactly the space available.
The lower portion
of the induction
manifold is water
jacketed as part of
the coolant takeoff system; it
contributes to
quick warm-up
and the good
mixture
preparation so
necessary for the
control of exhaust
emissions.

developed in respect of the disposition and
shape of the tracts in the plenum chamber. It
features a moulded nylon blade loaded with
molybdenum disulphide to reduce friction
and control stiffness. When hot it is
moderately flexible and, under the influence
of the tension spring, able to conform to the
changing shape of the chain throughout its
life. The mechanical linkage incorporates an
anti-knock device to resist chain deflection
when engine rotation is reversed, as occurs
with a back-fire or when setting the timing.
There is also a trip mechanism and lock to
set the tensioner in its near flat position for
the initial fitting and removal of sprockets.
The maximum variation in air/fuel ratio
throughout the exhaust emission test cycle is
0.5 of a ratio.
To be continued....

Here is a selection of the info, but the only
trouble with publishing such lists in Humps
& Pipes is that, if you are like me, you can
never find the appropriate issue with the
information needed when you want it.
Really the most appropriate medium for
this is the website, and we do try to keep
that fairly up-to-date.
The relevant pages are
Members/Hints & Tips/Products &
Suppliers,
and

Car Builder Solutions
www.nfauto.co.uk

01580 891309

Neil & Mark Foreman are stockists of an
excellent catalogue of unusual tools and
accessories essential for the builder/owner
of a Ronart W152. They also design and
build the Foreman CanAm (Ferrari-based)
so are very experienced kit builders, and
can provide a custom-project service for
specific jobs, e.g. for Graham Hallett’s W152
V12 - flock covering of rear-end interior;
alloy louvres for the carbon-fibre bonnet.
Highly recommended.
Middleton Stainless Steel Supplies 01924
470807 www.stainlessmiddleton.co.uk
An amazing source for stainless nuts, bolts,
washers and other components in virtually
every thread, size and variety. Stainless is
expensive in the short-term but small
quantity orders are no problem.

Members/Technical/Problems & Solutions.
The latter page also contains our compilation of SVA issues, requirements and workarounds.

Pirtek www.pirtek.co.uk
Excellent and very helpful service for
making up hoses (e.g. oil coolers) and
terminations. Depots around the UK

If you are internet-connected then it is
really easy to get to this stuff at any time –
however, the snag is that not all our
membership is “wired” so that does leave
some at a disadvantage.

Good mixture
distribution is
essential for
smooth operation
and low emission
levels so induction
pipes were
October - December 2003

The Midlands group have started compiling
a directory of technical issues and advice, as
well as recommended suppliers. Carolyn
Downes is kindly collating and updating
their document, available to any Ronarter
upon request.

Vehicle Wiring Products

0115 930 5454

You will not be able to build/maintain a
Ronart without their catalogue of everything electrical. Good prices too.

Humps & Pipes
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TYRES

SUPPLIERS
BG Developments
01527 873716
www.bgdevelopments.co.uk

Speedy Cables (aka Caerbont (Smiths))
01639 732213 www.speedycables.co.uk

Vintage Tyre Supplies, Beaulieu
612261

AP Racing braking stockists, very knowledgeable and helpful with Jag-based kits.

Speedo calibration is routinely carried out
by Speedy Cables (aka Caerbont (Smiths))
in Wales. They have some simple instructions to measure the number of rotations
of wheels and at gearbox, and you send
them your instrument and they routinely
recalibrate it. [Ed: I had this done on my old
red Ronart quite quickly, but I’m afraid I’d
call them Tardy Cables now because I have
been waiting 6 months for them to restore
my 5” speedo & rev counter.]

Stockists of Avon CR28 and TurboSpeed
(correct fitments for the W152) which are
increasingly hard to find these days.

Origin

www.originbluei.com

Blue-i - surely the best GPS speed-check
warning device. Updates from a central
database of every Gatso, Truvelo etc static
speed camera device. Blue-i displays your
direction, exact speed, and warns as you
approach. Totally legal because these devices
are supposed to be safety rather than
revenue-earning devices (really?!) and this
simply warns you as you enter a hazardous
area. Bravo!

01590

Here is a recent experience of one of the
Midlands group, in case it is of interest to
any other members...
1) Tyres acquired from Vintage Tyre Supplies,
Beaulieu, Brockenhurst, Hampshire, SO42
7ZN. Four new Avon tyres and tubes cost a
total of £821.
2) The tyres were delivered to Silverline
Wheels and Tyres in Warwick, tel: 01926
490002, where the cost of fitting the tubes
and balancing was £94.
However…

Eddie Rose Automatics
www.autoboxes.co.uk

Richard McNeil said -

01623 624741

“I need two new tyres for my Ronart and
am appalled at the price quoted by
Beaulieu Vintage Tyres (just over £200 per
tyre). I understand from Avon Tyres that
they now only supply these tyres to this
company. Have you any ideas of an
alternative (and hopefully more reasonably
priced) tyre?”

Renowned auto-box expert in Mansfield for
Jag units. Few, if any, Ronarts are now
automatic, of course, but recommended
also by Graham Hallett who had a very
cost-effective rebuild and uprating of his
Mercedes ‘box.

Arthur’s Suggestion “Reference AVON Tyres: I have been in
contact with Avon and confirmed that they
no longer produce the CR28. They also do
not have any remaining in stock. The tyre
we have used is however the Turbosteel 70
Series 235/70 R15.
Service Index
Section Width
Overall diameter
Recommended Rim range October - December 2003
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This is the tyre we have used for V12 cars.
The XV474 wheel is used on the S6 models
is 6J
The XW5721 wheel for the V12 powered cars
is 6.5J
The wide rim special wheels are 7J
The high profile aspect of 27 inches makes
this tyre reasonably nice to look at.

It is a much more expensive tyre but the
cost of the 235/70 R15 purchased from
ourselves by Club members is £139 each +
vat.”

So there we have the most practical
solution, because I think we can be assured
that these tyres look and handle well on
the W152. There are of course myriad other
makes, styles and sizes; for instance, Dennis
Baker uses Pirelli P-Zero tyres on his muchmodified suspension, and I know from
personal experience that these handle
fabulously, but they do look modern rather
than period.
One final suggestion, not based upon any
experience yet, is that the JEC Racing boys
have just standardised on Dutch Vredestein
tyres because they have secured good
prices and they apparently make tyres of
suitable style for road/racing Jaguars, so
might be worth a try.

101V
240mm
711mm (28 inches)
6.00 - 8.00 inches
Humps & Pipes
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TECHNICAL TOPICS

MYSTERY PHOTOS

Steering Full Lock
“Can stops be put on the steering to
prevent tyres rubbing on the bodywork
when on full lock?”

Peter Langmaid –
“There were some issues with the steering
ball joint fouling the brake disc though this
did seem to depend on the make of ball
joint used. On both my Mk1 cars there was
a fractional clearance between the rubber
protective gaiter and the disc.”
Graham Hallett – “I haven’t yet found out
whether my wheels will hit on the sidepanels because I haven’t finally fit the latter
yet, but I have found that one of the top
ball-joint bolts slightly fouls my brake disc
on one side’s full lock. Arthur’s comment
below about centring the steering precisely
seems to me to be pertinent.”

Arthur Wolstenholme –
“The top bolts that hold the upper ball
joint together should be chamfered as per
the original Jaguar ones. If these bolts have
the standard hex bolt head then they will
foul the disc on full lock. Additionally, if the
steering rack is not centred on the steering
arm extensions then one side’s full lock
may cause the disc to foul and will also
certainly touch the bodywork on full lock.”
“To avoid the tyres touching the body side
panel the panel can be held in at the
bottom by a bracket to the chassis. It also
depends upon the tyre size and wheel offset
spacing; however, doing the above should

October - December 2003

alleviate the tyre catching the body on full
lock.”
The Build Manual has a section about this.
Verbatim .....”Temporarily fit the steering
arm and check that a) there is enough
clearance between the track rod end boot
and the brake disc, and that b) there are no
gaps between the steering arm and the
vertical upright link. Spring washers must
be used. IMPORTANT!!! If the track rod
end rubber is touching the brake disc, then
spacers must be used on both mounting
bolts equally. Ensure there are no small gaps
on any of the two bolt mountings between
the steering arm and the wheel upright,
before any tightening is done. If there is,
then a shim (washer) must be fitted.”

You have had several months to work out
the source of this photo,

This month’s mystery
A different style of mystery here -

but not one member has volunteered the
answer. Presumably the prize was not
substantial enough to stir you into action.

Graham Hallett –
“I found this to be correct and practical.
Because I have fitted larger AP brakes my
rubber boots were fouling badly on the
edge of the disc. By careful empirical fitting
of engineering washers of equal thickness
(about 3mm) I was able to move the
steering arm in parallel away from the disc
and upright link. The special high-tensile
bolts were carefully measured and found to
be long enough. As far as I can visualise
this makes no difference to either steering
toe-in or bump-steer (which is adjusted by
shims to raise or lower the steering rack.”

This is the high-intensity rear-lamp of Ed’s
V12 build, nearing SVA. So we know what it
is, but can you identify the mounting
components?

Now you recognise it of course!
This was a picture of Freddie’s car,
contributed by son Steve.

Open Question Can anyone contribute an authoritative
account of how to measure and set the
height of the steering rack to minimise
bump-steer?

Humps & Pipes
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TECHNICAL TOPICS

VANWALL LIMITED

Wiring Indicators and Hazard Warning

Press Release - 9th January 2004

The standard Ronart wiring
diagram does not currently show
a Hazard Warning circuit. Such a
system is, of course, required for
the SVA and recent wiring looms
have included the hazard relay and
wiring.

The famous name of Vanwall is returning
to the manufacture of high performance
sports cars. Glacier Vandervell Bearings,
part of the USA-based Dana Corporation,
has granted exclusive rights for use of
the Vanwall marque to a newly formed,
independent company – Vanwall Cars.

I (Ed.) had a certain amount of
head-scratching to work out how
all this works, and especially what
sort of switch and relay to use.
Arthur says he is updating the
factory wiring diagrams but, in
the meantime, here is some
information which hopefully may
be useful to future builders.

Indicators & Hazards
Indicator Flasher
Hazard Flasher

Join
Indicator Switch

Warning Lights
Hazard Warning

LG/N Power Out
G
Power In (Ign. Contr.)
P
Live In
G/K Live Out
Y/G To Warning Light
LG/N Ign.Contr. Power
LG/N Ign.Contr. Power
LG/N Power In
G/W Right
G/R Left
G
Ign.Contr.Power Warning
G/W-B Right
G/R- B Left
Y/G - B Light
N
Live
G/K Out to Relay

Hazard Switch
There is wiring for two indicator
warning lights; one left and one
right. If you want both of these
to flash when the hazards switch
is operated (which I believe the
Hazards Relay
SVA boys want, in addition to an
Earth - 85 - B
Feed In - 30 - G/K from flasher
independent hazard warning light)
From Switch - 86 - G/K live
then you will need to interpose a
To Left - 87 - G/W
To Right - 87a - G/R
double-pole relay as shown on the
right (about £8 from Vehicle
Wiring Products q.v.). If you don’t
use a double-pole, you will be joining the
I cannot guarantee that the wire colours will
left- and right-hand-side circuits. I learned
be the same in your loom, but this schema
should enable you to work out your
the hard way that it is essential to initiate
equivalents.
the feed to 30 from the flasher unit,
whereas the feed for 86 must be an
independent live (N) source via the hazard
The indicator flasher circuit must be
warning switch.
controlled by the ignition switch, whereas
I have used an indicator switch with its own the hazards flasher circuit must be powered
integral green warning light, and that
live from the battery/ammeter source so
provides a fourth terminal which must also
that the hazards work whether the ignition
be powered by an independent ignitionswitch is on or off. Thus a permanent live
switch-controlled power source.
feed goes to one side of the hazards switch.
October - December 2003
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Arthur Wolstenholme, founder and
Managing Director, has extensive experience in car design and manufacture and
since 1984, has designed cars both of the
50’s era, and also modern-design, state-ofthe-art, carbon-fibre sports cars.
2004 marks a return after some 40 years
of absence for the name Vanwall, which will
be carried on future high performance
sports and racing cars.
The company will be looking to a return to
racing in some form, but details are not yet
available. One of the new cars to be handbuilt will be a replica of the classic singleseat Vanwall, which will be both road-legal
and suitable for use at track days. Other
two-seater, Vanwall-inspired, road-going cars
are also being planned for future introduction.
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“It is a considerable responsibility to have
guardianship of such a historic and wellrespected marque,” commented Arthur
Wolstenholme. “The importance of continuing the high performance and quality
features of such well respected cars is
paramount.”

Arthur has built a new website with some
interesting articles and pictures (the source
of these two) recounting the history of
Vanwall and its racing pedigree -

www.vanwallcars.co.uk

Humps & Pipes
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UNDER CONSTRUCTION
W152 Kit Build; The Challenges & Chuckles
A Wry Retrospective; in Chronic-Logical
Order. – John Ellis
At the request of our esteemed Hon. Ed.,
here beginneth Volume 1 of a potted
history of our W152 build, and related
activities to date. I am pursuing the project
on the basis of “doing a bit when it suits
me”, hence the protracted time-scale and
the sometimes long gaps between bursts of
activity. Also, because periodic abstinence
aids my sanity, such as it is, and sometimes
it’s cold out there in the den. Most people
call it procrastination, but to me it’s
important thinking time*.

November 1999: Purchased a 1984 donor
XJ6 4.2 S3 (auto, minus gearbox) for £650.
Used as an everyday runabout until a
month before I bought it with 90k on the
clock. Its general condition, service history,
clean oil and fresh anti-freeze suggest the
vehicle was properly cared for (‘honest guv,
a good runner it was, never a moment’s
trouble...’). But I have not heard the engine
running. That will be an interesting
moment...

(See glossary at end for explanation of
technical terms marked *).
July 1999: Visited Ronart Cars with the
Chancellor of the Exchequer (Vivien), to
try the W152, so that she also might
understand how life without one would be
a truly barren and empty experience...
September 1999: It worked! Deposit paid
on Stage 1 kit.

Donor vehicle.

Dec 1999 - Summer 2000: Fun and frolics
stripping the donor for the engine, rear
axle assembly, front suspension,
components, & odds & sods. Tip:- never
try to dismantle the front suspension of an
XJ6 without using a spring compressor.
Amazing how much fizz gets stored up in
a coil spring when it’s
allowed to mature almost
undisturbed for 16 years.
Just like opening a vintage
champagne really; point it
away from you, untwirl
bits of wire, and...

January 2001: Balance paid to Ronart for
stage 1 kit. Purchased a 4 speed manual +
overdrive re-conditioned gearbox with
bellhousing from Cobra man in Winchester.
Plus complete spare overdrive unit and
second box in bits, all “thrown in” – just in
case I ever need them.
Various Dates 2001: Essential bits bought
at Jag Spares Days and Classic Car shows
incl flywheel, re-conditioned triple SU carb
set c/w manifold, instruments & switch
panel. Vivien doesn’t yet fully appreciate the
unique beauty of my acquisitions but I’m
sure she’ll come round in time... Graham
Hallett’s help and guidance invaluable,
particularly (in no particular order of
importance) how to find the bar, and what
to buy.
May 2001: Went with Vivien in the Stag on
the Ronart Laon trip to impress on her the
joys of open-top motoring, overheating

engines in cobbled streets, fuel pump
repairs* by the roadside, bottom hose
replacements in hotel car parks, the nice
cars, and the nice people. Got away with it,
I think - mainly because she was really
taken with Ros Kanter’s pearlised pink
flying helmet and wants one just like it.
July 2001: Collected stage 1 kit from
Arthur. Well, most of it...
August 2001: Bought complete reconditioned Jag rear axle from a man who
got fed up with his 7 year customised VW
Combi van project, and cut it (the van) in
half with an angle grinder. Seemed like a
bargain at 50 quid. Now I’ve also got a
spare rear axle from my donor, also in bits
– in case I ever need it.
August 2001: Attended Ronart Silverstone
camping weekend with a pal (Z3 Mike) who
came a) to check that I’m not totally
barking, b) to check out the people I’m
getting involved with, and c) who does a
good line in fine Burgundy at 2.00am in
the morning. This Ronarteering and
camping in the cold is proving to be truly
character-building. Vivien was not there
because she felt that her time would be
“better spent
elsewhere”, but she
was really pleased to
be able to do a 200
mile round trip to
come and collect me
when all the fun was
over.
September 2001:
Completed erection of
20’x20’ wooden
garage / workshop
with concreted-in
glass-fibre inspection-

Those springs.

Treasury Approval (essential)
October - December 2003

December 2000: Took Vivien along to the
Ronart Christmas Lunch to hear reassuring stories from existing owners, to
show her what nice sensible people you all
are, and what a shrewd investment this is
going to be.
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UNDER CONSTRUCTION (cont.)

Not a pretty sight.

pit moulding. Loads of elbow-room... now
we’re in business!
December 2001: Took Vivien along to the
Christmas Lunch to hear more re-assuring
stories from existing Ronart owners and to
remind her what nice sensible people you
all are.
September 2001 - January 2002: Played
about with loose assembly of front
suspension & steering bits, laid brake pipes,
fitted rear axle unit
(30 minutes –
honestly!). Already a
rolling chassis; piece of
cake this, can’t
understand what all
the fuss is about...
Various dates: I keep
going to Mallory Park
Track Days (always
cold and sometimes
snowy because they’re
in February and
November) to reassure
myself about my
commitment to the
project and how
October - December 2003

UNDER CONSTRUCTION (cont.)
enjoyable it all is.
Invaluable days,
because I now
understand that the
real fun is to be had
in the paddock
replacing blown core
plugs, or lying on the
wet ground on your
back pouring oil into
your armpit, while
pretending to top up
the gearbox.Vivien,
however, does not yet
fully understand these joys, because she
didn’t have the pleasure of seeing it all at
first hand. But I’m sure she’ll want to come
with me next time...

operative, dismantled and re-sited it,
complete with inspection-pit.
Although delayed, nevertheless we remain
undeterred, because...
May 2002: Ordered Stage 2 kit from
Ronart. Delivery promised end August.
End August 2002: Stage 2 kit Arthur?
“Err.. still awaiting some of the parts we
ordered”.

January 2002 – October 2002: (This bit
not thinking time*) - project delayed
because of ever so slight disagreement with
the Planning Officer man – lost
retrospective application (by one vote!) and
the appeal - over the position of my new
workshop. So, just to appear adult and co-

Some cleaning up to do.
Humps & Pipes
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giving everyone a quick flash of his tail
pipe before merging into the mist. And he
gets there before us! I realise that to
protect my lady from further exposure to
such base instincts, in future I must be the
only one who knows the way to the pub...
November 2002: Collected Stage 2 kit
from Ronart. Well, most of it.
Christmas Lunch 2002: Took Vivien along
to hear more re-assuring
stories from existing
Ronart owners and to
remind her what nice
sensible people you all
are. Also to try to con
her into believing that
being Treasurer won’t
involve me in moneylaundering or stashing
huge piles of cash under
the bed.
Christmas Lunch 2002:
Remainder of Stage 2 kit
delivered. Well, most of

What a lump.

it.

Silverstone Day again; this time with Vivien.
Having absorbed my propaganda about
their “great power, but with poise”, Vivien is
charmed by the polite restraint of all the
Ronarts who have followed our Stag to the
evening rendezvous – except one.
Fortunately, because I had forewarned her
in female-speak, that in such circumstances
minor lapses in the D ‘n C* procedure can
occur, she half expects to witness one. Sure
enough, succumbing to a seasonal animal
desire to release pent-up auto-urges, on a
public road in full view of everyone he
pulls out his silver beast. In a dirty old
flying jacket, small cigar-shaped object in
hand, he thrusts his way to the front

December 2002: Final (?!) assembly of
front suspension and steering, and setting
of camber, castor and toe-in angles. Many
thanks to Peter Colman for all his advice
and the loan of his personal angle-ofdangle wedges.
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January 2003: Fitted new main and big-end
bearing shells. Precautionary only because
originals and journals were all in good
condition. Nearly ready to install the
engine/clutch/gearbox assembly into
chassis, (but I keep saying that don’t I?).
New challenge: matching up starter-motor
to flywheel and bellhousing – all from
different vehicles. Did someone say this
October - December 2003
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Axle ready & waiting.

would be a piece of cake? More thinking
time* required... Newer challenge. The
gearbox shaft splines don’t seem to match
the clutch friction plate...
February 2003: Remainder of stage 2 kit
promised – “soon”.
Spent whole month writing article for
Humps & Pipes saying what fun it all is,
and explaining why my Ronart isn’t
finished yet. The gearbox shaft does fit the
clutch plate; how could I be so stupid?
Wonderful thing this thinking time*.
Mallory Park again. More inspiration and
advice, but no Ronarts. Probably too cold
for them.

UNDER CONSTRUCTION (cont.)
March 2003: Lots of
excellent advice,
sucking of teeth and
thinking time* over
the starter / flywheel /
bellhousing thing. So I
rubbed the magic
Sauvignon bottle and
the Ronart genie
appeared with a
different starter motor
pinion which solved the whole prob. Valve
timing & chain tension checked, alternator
on, fan-belt adjuster on, flywheel & clutch
on. Stoneleigh Jag Spares Day; more vital
bits and clever tools. Vivien’s still not quite
there...
April Fools Day: Gearbox on...
April 2nd: My back does ache...
Easter weekend: Engine & gearbox in, but
the overdrive solenoid and the speedo
drive are really too close to the chassis
diagonals for comfort. Arthur...?

May & June: Polishing inlet manifold &
carbs, lots of thinking time* about throttle
linkage, fuel lines etc, writing article for H
& P, trimming hedges, cutting the grass...
To be continued -

Notable Challenges so far: Planning Officer.
Getting the brass distributor drive gear off
its shaft without damage. Failed. Trying to
ingratiate myself with David Lyons after
steaming into his stern at a French
roundabout. Staying sober during Ronart
dinners in French hotels. Failed. Keeping up
with Ronarts in a Triumph Stag when it’s
not raining. Not feeling inferior to Ronarts
in a Triumph Stag, (except when it’s
raining). Pretending you really are enjoying
being driven around Mallory Park in a
Ronart. Pretending you really are enjoying
driving yourself around Mallory Park in a
borrowed Ronart with your crash helmet
unbuckled, and the strap flagellating your
face at 4800 wpm*.

Notable Chuckles so far: Unleashing an
XJ6 front suspension spring without a
spring compressor, (after discharge from
A&E). Watching Freddie Trodd up to his
neck in a hotel drainage pit fitting a new
bottom hose, and trying to keep his hands
clean by wearing latex gloves. Watching
Ronarts spin at Curborough. Trying to reerect your collapsed tent at 4.00am at
Silverstone whilst p——d. Freddie Trodd’s
stories. Driving through France in the p—
—g rain in a Triumph Stag with the hood
up and the heater going, whilst Ronart
drivers try to keep dry, keep warm, keep
cheerful and keep up. E -jokes from Henry
Weitzman and Mike Kanter (most of them
anyway).

Acknowledgements:
John Gordon, Accrington are very helpful
and competitive for new Jag parts, also
second-hand bits, including cam covers,
obscure castings, pressings etc.

Three days later: “Err, we seem to have
welded the diagonal stiffener tubes across
the wrong corners”. [Ed: they did that on
my first red W152 too,
which precluded
fitting an overdrive
box.]

I’ve found a local
man who does a
good and
reasonably priced
job polishing ally
cam covers.
Overdrive Services
in Coventry do a
while-u-wait check
& service for £40
plus any parts.

End April: Engine out
again. Diagonals cut
out, templates sent to
Ronart, diaphragm
plates returned within
3 days and welded in.
Perfect fit. Engine
back in. Getting good
at this.
Axle in - piece of cake.
October - December 2003

Jaguar Spares days,
and auto-jumbles
for specialist
suppliers and
second-hand bits,
Rolling chassis.
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UNDER CONSTRUCTION (cont.)
(complete instrument set and switch panel
£35 he bragged). Also for that clever tool
which you can’t resist buying, even though
you know you’ll probably never use it.
Many thanks to all you Ronartiers and
your ladies, for all your help,
encouragement, ideas, advice, fun and
friendship. One day, not so far off - flying
helmets de rigueur – we’ll be sharing the
pleasures and privations with you.
I must also thank Arthur, for his marvelous and
unique concept which is making another big little
boy’s dreams come true, and finally, but by no
means least, my wife Vivien for her unfailing
patience and support.
Err... Arthur, have you ever painted a
Ronart pearlised pink...?

SUNDRY ITEMS
Glossary of Technical Terms

Cover Systems

Haynes Publishing

*thinking time - See first paragraph.

A few years ago we commissioned the
manufacture of some specially tailored
covers for the W152.

Our club is a member of the Haynes Club
Scheme which entitles all our members to
discounts and other online benefits.

Outdoor Cover - £70.11 excl. delivery

To access this you need a web browser and
will initially need to register as an RDC
member via

*fuel pump repairs – “It would probably
have been a good idea to check it last
winter but suddenly it’s spring again.
Anyway, it’s nice & warm in this French
lay-by, surrounded by helpful Englishspeaking friends with lots of tools and
advice. This is a welcome and unique
opportunity to confront the intellectual
challenge of deciding upon the best from a
range of quick-fire, multiple-choice,
imaginative but occasionally conflicting
suggestions as to the quickest way to get
the bugger working again - so we don’t all
miss the last languorous lunch, the booze
shop and the ferry”.

In-Garage Cover - £47.87 excl. delivery
These Club prices are much better than
direct, so please contact Benjamin if you
want one of these.
There are only a few left (1 in-garage; 5
outdoor covers) and they will not be
produced again because of the low volume
potential.

http://www.haynes.co.uk
From the home page of the Haynes Online
website you will need to select the Ronart
Drivers' Club from a menu and enter our
4-letter code which is
ROAR.
Probably worth giving a whirl if you want
to order Haynes publications, see Christmas gift suggestions, or other seasonal
promotions.

*D ‘n C – Decorum in Convoy.
*wpm – wheals per minute.

Apparently the Haynes Museum is a good
venue for a visit. There even a little test
track which can be booked for some fun.
This could be a good idea for a UK daytrip next year, if somebody felt like volunteering to organise it?
For Sale
Classic Boston Whaler GTX 18’ with 5.7
litre V8 OMC inboard (260hp). Excellent
family ski boat.
Dry-berthed at
Poole Boat Park.
£10,000 including dry berth
until March
2005 (worth
£2000)
Contact Editor
(Graham Hallett)
01737 832686

Engine in.
October - December 2003
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20 QUESTIONS

Forthcoming Events Calendar

Tony Legon

Please do let the Editor know well in advance of any events which are worth listing here.If you
are planning to go to a Car Show and are willing to organise a few other Ronarts into turning
up, please call Benjamin Weitzmann for the loan of a Club banner or flagpole.

What was your first car?

Ford Popular 100E

What is your every-day car?

Jaguar 6.0L V12 XJS

Where did you first encounter a Ronart?

Motor Show London 1991?

What’s the best car you’ve ever owned?

My most exciting car has been the Ronart W152

What’s the worst car you’ve ever owned?

18.L Carlton Estate

Which car do you most regret selling?

Triumph GT6 Mk III

What’s the worst thing about the W152?

Only 1 reverse gear - you hit the red-ine so quickly

What or whom do you most dislike?

William of Normandy, I have a long memory!

Where would you most like to live?

A small one-road place called Red Water, its in Belgium near to
Francorchamps

What is your favourite music?

Chains by Fleetwood Mac, the BBC always does good theme
music

Feb 8 Sunday
March 4 Thursday
March 25 Thursday
March 20/21 Sat/Sun
April 8 Thursday
April 29 Thursday
April 25 Sun
May
May 23
May 27 Thursday
May 6 Thursday
June 6
June 10 Thursday
June 12/13
June 19/20
June 27 Sun
July 15 Thursday
June 24 Thursday
July 29 Thursday
June 25/27
Aug 6
August 26 Thursday
Aug 26 Thursday
Aug 15 Sun
Sept 4 Sat
Sept 4/5
Sept 4/5
Sept 11/12
Sept 30 Thursday
Sept 30 Thursday
Oct 28 Thursday
Oct 28 Thursday
November
Nov 25 Thursday
Dec 5

What do you think about speed cameras?

Very useful, they save so much argument about who was going
the fastest

KEY:

What has been your most embarrassing moment?

Going for pee’ in a house in the tropics and finding that the
loo had no roof on it. Suddenly a tropical downpour left me
having to leave the toilet looking like I’d just wet myself!!

When or where were you happiest?

In France when after the six Ronart cars emergency stopped,
so that the lead car could stop to pick up a cap, and all the
cars survived unscathed!

If you won the lottery, what car(s) would you buy? New Mercedes AMG SL55 or an OLD Blower Bentley
What is the most essential tool for a Ronart owner to carry?

Mobile Phone

What is the most useful spare for a Ronart owner to carry?

Battery For Mobile Phone

What is your favourite classic event?

Goodwood Revival meeting

What was your favourite/most memorable drive?

Favourite - Northern Spain Ronart Trip 2000,
Memorable (Scary) - around Brands Hatch with a mad driving
instructor in an XR2 that he insisted on trying to attach to the
rear bumper bar brackets of the novice driver in front.
Pleasant memorable - The trip to Germany that took in the
Nurburgring and a blast around Spa.

What has been your greatest achievement?

Remaining married

What is your favourite word or phrase?

When my wife says
“Lets go warp speed Scotty!”

What trait do you most deplore in yourself?

Being right all the time!

What is your favourite motoring book?

Build manual for a Ronart, it’s always good for a laugh!

Why did you buy a W152? - looks; performance; sound; adventure?
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Jaguar Spares Day Farnham Maltings
Southern Noggin & Natter - Sportsman, Mogador
Midlands Noggin & Natter - The Bear at Berkswell
London Classic Motor Show Alexandra Palace
Southern Noggin & Natter - The Sun at Dunsfold
Midlands Noggin & Natter - The Bear at Berkswell
London to Brighton Jaguar Run (Kempton Park)
National Kit Car Show, Stoneleigh
Cheshire Kit & Classic Car Show
Midlands Noggin & Natter - The Bear at Berkswell
Southern Noggin & Natter - Black Horse, Chorleywood
London to Brighton Classic & Kit Car Run
Southern Noggin & Natter - More Place, Esher
Le Mans
Newark Kit Car Show
Bromley Pageant of Motoring
Southern Noggin & Natter - Fairmile, Cobham
Midlands Noggin & Natter - The Bear at Berkswell
Midlands Noggin & Natter - The Bear at Berkswell
Goodwood Festival of Speed
Nurburgring OldTimer Grand Prix
Midlands Noggin & Natter - The Bear at Berkswell
Southern Noggin & Natter - Fairmile, Cobham
Beaulieu Jaguar JEC Rally
Castle Combe Classic & Sportscar Action Day 01249 782417
Goodwood Revival
National Kit & Performance Car Show, Donington
Beaulieu AutoJumble
Midlands Noggin & Natter - The Bear at Berkswell
Southern Noggin & Natter - The Sun at Dunsfold
Southern Noggin & Natter - Sportsman, Mogador
Midlands Noggin & Natter - The Bear at Berkswell
NEC Intnl Classic Motor Show - Club Stand hopefully
Midlands Noggin & Natter - The Bear at Berkswell
AGM & Club Xmas Lunch
Main Event

Local Event

General Interest
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Chris Logue

New Members

Chris & Ailsa are friends of the Ronart,
whilst their true allegiance still belongs on
the race-track with Chris’ MG saloon. They
have joined us on tours to Laon and to
Honfleur, and manage to keep up with the
pace!

We are delighted to welcome some new
members - Chris Bennett, Chris Mash,
Charlie Henderson, Peter Edis-Bates.....

Chris featured recently in Classic & Sports
Car magazine as described opposite. Fame
at last, Chris!

Chris Mash was going to order a new W152
kit but sadly was seduced by a D-Type
replica instead.

Chris Bennett has embarked on his build
but is at that frystrating stage where he is
awaiting lots of outstanding bits.

Charlie Henderson bought Alistair’s car and
lives in South London so we look forward
to seeing him at some of our Noggin &
Natters in the coming year.
Peter Edis-Bates is resolved to acquire a
W152 but is not decided yet whether to
buy an existing chassis or start afresh, I
understand.

Tony Legon
Tony had some mechanical problems this
year, notably a head gasket failure which was
duly fixed by Brian Ball.

[Ed: Chris drove my red S6 for several laps
of Goodwood, which I found very instructive, and professed himself very happy with
its handling. Whether he was being frank or
trying not to offend, I cannot be sure to
this day.]

During the process, Brian discovered these
camshaft bearings, some of which had
seriously started to disintegrate.

When the lobes were measured (after
approximately 12k miles only), serious
differences were found in the profiles, such
that the camshaft was discarded. It was
supposed to be a “high-lift” sports camshaft
but Brian, as usual, advocated the original
Jaguar part. Tony has been very pleased
with the resulting performance (seems very
lively to me - Ed:) so perhaps one should
question the quality of some of these
third-party “performance” add-ons.
Henry Weitzmann
New body sections were in evidence at the
factory and are probably now completed, so
hopefully his car is on the way to recovery.
Barrie Cannon
It has taken longer than expected (as ever)
but his repairs (from the accident on the
Corsica trip in 2002) are reputed to be
nearing completion. So we hope to see him
on the road again this Spring.
Peter & Wendy Jordan
A new radiator was in Peter’s boot at the
Christmas Lunch (why?) and his rear wing
stay has been repaired. So, the depredations
of the Lot trip having been repaired, the
intrepid couple will be ready for 2004.
David Monk
New member, David, who lives in Rainford,
Merseyside has purchased the lovely exMichael Prime car pictured opposite and on
the front cover. He bought it from Gary
Martin who never joined the Club, but we
put it on the website anyway and it sold
within a couple of weeks!
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MEMBERS’ NEWS
Mike, Ros & James

RONART RETURNS

"Greetings to all the members, their families
and friends.

(to Donington Kit Car Show 2003)
The Ronart W152 made a welcome return to
the kit car scene at Donington. Founder
Arthur Wolstenholme has been putting all his
efforts over the last few years into the
adventurous Lightning supercar but, despite
a small number of cars reaching customers,
the company was recently forced to close it
doors.
It means that Arthur has returned to the kit
car scene with the mighty W152.
Specification for the Jaguar XJ6 based
roadster remains largely unchanged and it
will be offered in a comprehensive kit
package for £9850 plus VAT. According the
company, it should be feasible to get a
completed example on the road from as little
as £14,000.
Since its launch back in the mid 1980s, over
100 W152s have been manufactured and
Arthur still drives the original 1986 prototype
on an almost daily basis. With a customer's
car on the stand, it was great to see this
impressive beast once again available to kit
car enthusiasts. If you want to find out more
then contact Arthur Wolstenholme at
Westwood Farm, Bretton Gate, Peterborough
PE3 9UW. Tel: 01733 332913.
www.ronart.co.uk.

This will be the first year that Ros, James
and myself have not been present at the
annual Xmas lunch, which we greatly regret.
However, having booked a trip over from
France for the Classic Car Show in November at the NEC, when there was hope that
the club would have a stand, and having
also decided to return for 2 weeks over
Xmas and the New Year, we just could not
fit in another visit to Blighty.
The NEC show was fantastic as ever and it
was really good to see Arthur exhibiting
W152s again.
James particularly wanted to see all the
other young people that he has met as a
result of us belonging to the club, the sons
and daughters of the members, he asks to
be remembered to you all. Next year he will
not take 'no' for an answer, so we will be
booking early.
Love to all, Joyeux Nöel & Bonne Année”
PS
“Greetings!

Mike Kanter, Founder, and Ronart ‘Fellow’
T: +33 565 31 23 39
Simon Sutton, Membership Secretary
T: +44 (0)1773 856901 - email: simon@sutcottage.freeserve.co.uk
John Ellis, Treasurer
T: +44 (0)1299 832502 - email: jonellis@dircon.co.uk
Benjamin Weitzmann, Regalia and Exhibitions Co-ordinator
T: +44 (0)1923 779966; - email: henry@weitzmann.co.uk
Graham Hallett, Secretary, Webmaster & Newsletter Editor
T: +44 (0)1737 832686 - email: ghh@mail.com
Peter Langmaid, Ronart Register & Agony Uncle W152 Mk1 technical problems
T: +44 (0)208 - 868 – 5708; - email: peter.langmaid@fremantlemedia.com
David Mansfield, Agony Uncle Injection technical problems
T: +44 (0)1763 852115; - email: david.mansfield@bbc.co.uk
Freddie Trodd, Agony Uncle W152 Mk2 technical problems
T: +44 (0)1483 224387 - email: unwired (more like unhinged - Ed.)
Tony Legon, Track Day Co-ordinator, Newsletter Print Production
T: +44 (0)1737 246201 - email: tony.legon@btinternet.com
Carolyn Downes, Midlands Regional Organiser
T: +44 (0)121 353 8947 - email: cdownes15@aol.com

The rain has just stopped but the river Lot
has flooded the worst since 1966. It's about
50yds wide normally opposite us but now
it is about 600yds wide. Most of our fields
are flooded but no apparent damage so far.
One of the houses opposite us has flooded
out on the lower floor, about 5 ft of water.
We were in there commiserating with the
owner this morning, she has a lovely mill
house. All her garden has gone under, even
her tractor shed complete with tractor.

Peter Atherton, Lightning Co-ordinator
T: +44 (0)1992 441752 - email: peterjatherton@btinternet.com
Email Addresses!
Please send Graham Hallett an email and register your address with the
club; We are finding it an increasingly efficient way of keeping in touch
cheaply AND receiving quick feedback on issues with members.
Club Website - www.ronartdriversclub.com

Cheers.”
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